Appendix 1.

Examples of possible lane closure configurations.
EMERGENCY RESPONSE INCIDENTS
SHOULDER / BREAKDOWN LANE
NO ENCROACHMENT OF ROADWAY

ANY ROADWAY

1. Activate hazard warning lights and flashers. Pull to the right edge of shoulder/breakdown lane before stopping.
2. Place traffic cones, 40' spacing between cones.
3. Remove object.

NOTE:
1. On hilly terrain, on sharp curves, in heavy traffic, or with high speed, cone spacing may be doubled to 80'.

2. Request additional assistance and/or traffic control devices if needed.

- = Object or obstruction

- = 28" minimum cones

EMERGENCY RESPONSE INCIDENTS
EMERGENCY RESPONSE INCIDENTS

MULTI LANE DIVIDED ROADWAY
(2, 3 OR 4 TRAVEL LANES)

1. Activate hazard warning lights and flashers. Pull vehicle over to left edge of median where present, or left edge of travel lane if no median is present before stopping.

2. Place traffic cones, 40' spacing between cones.

3. Move vehicle behind object.

4. Place additional cones.

5. Remove object.

NOTE:
1. On hilly terrain, on sharp curves, in heavy traffic, or with high speed, cone spacing may be doubled to 90'.

2. Request additional assistance and/or traffic control devices if needed.

= Object or obstruction

= 28" minimum cones
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